Abstract. In the resent paper "The Extreme Efficiency of the New Model in Milling of Complicated Surfaces" we discussed the extreme efficiency of the new model in milling of complicated surfaces in five axis machining for two dimensional contact. While this time let's discuss the same problem but much complicated one, five axis machining for three dimensional contact.
Introductions
As the research activities conducted by Dr. Liu Huran open a new field and wide horizons in five axis machining of sculptured complicated surfaces using mathematical theories, and according to the interesting results presented in paper, Dr L. Huran is strongly encouraged if he can submit a similar work but this time with a new title that corresponds to the purpose. [9] The application of surface measurement and matching technology is becoming more and more extensive, as for: Automatic positioning of the work piece in the NC machining [10] , the detection of complex surfaces [11] , the identification of three-dimensional objects [12] and so on.
Propeller Surface
The 2D sector curved line of the propeller: 
Surface Measurement and Computer Graphics
The CMM is a generalized digital measurement device based on coordinate measurements. First it transforms the measured geometric elements into the measured position of some points on these geometric elements. After measuring the coordinates of these points, then mathematically calculate its size, shape and position error, according to the coordinates of these points. 
The Fifth Order Double Bȇizier Surface Fit
Bȇizier Surfaces are the generalization of the Bȇizier curve. A parametric surface composed of (n+1)(m+1) space columns. The order of the surface is nm. The (n+1) (m+1) space columns formed the spatial grid is called a feature grid. When n=m=5, (m+1)(n+1)=36, is called fifth order Double Bȇizier surface. P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P 
Simulation of the CNC Milling Machine Tool
The experiment is carried out on the DMU 60 Block DECKEL MAHO Five-Axis CNC Milling Machine tool. First of all, input all dada of the machine tool. Including three translate coordinates and two angular coordinates. Secondly the machine tool can automatically simulate the cutting proceed. As showed in Fig. 11 .a. In this step, we can if are there any error in the program. The third step, is the most important step: milling on the machine tool. The fourth step, check the machined part. Finally, to testify: Figure 6 . Simulation of the CNC machining.
